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1 Introduction 

This paper concerns a cocycle generated by Markov operators, called a Mar-kov opemtor-cocycle. Let 

(X,A,m) be a probability space, and L1(X,m) the space of all m-integrable functions on X, endowed 

with the usual L1-norm II ・ IIい(X)・ An operator P: L1(X,m)→が(X,m) is called a Mar-kov opemtor-if 

Pis linear, positive (i.e. Pf 2 0 m-almost everywhere if fミ0m-almost everywhere) and 

l Pfdm = l fdm for all f E L1(X,m). (1) 

Markov operators naturally appear in the study of dynamical systems as Perron-Frobenius operators; see 

(3), Markov processes as integral operators with the stochastic kernels of the processes, and random dy-

namical systems in the annealed regime as integrations of Perron-Frobenius operators over environmental 

parameters. For these deterministic/stochastic dynamics, { pn f}n20 is the evolution of density functions 

of random variables driven by the system. We refer to [8, 10]. 

A Markov operator cocycle is given by compositions of different Markov operators which are provided 

with according to the environment｛伊（W）}戸0driven by a measure-preserving transformationび： 0 → 9 

on a probability space (0, F, JP), 

NxStxL尺X,m)→が(X,m):(n,w,f)→P_,n-l(w) 0 P_,n-2(w) 0 ・ ・ ・ 0 P,』

(see Definition 1.1 more precisely). So, in nature it possess two kinds of randomness: 

(i) The evolution of densities at each time are dominated by Markov operators P,切

(ii) The selection of each Markov operators is driven by the base dynamicsび．

The aim of this paper is to introduce our results how the observation of the randomness of the state space 

and the environment influences statistical properties of the system, and to give a step to understanding 

more complicated phenomenon in multi-stochastic systems. 
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Our focus lies on the mixing property. Recall that a Markov operator P : L刊X,m)→L1(X,m)is 

said to be mixing if 

Jだ fgdm→ixfdm ix gdm as n→ OO 
X JX  JX  

(2) 

for any f Eが(X,m)and g E L00(X,m) when Plx = lx (see Remark 1.3 for more general form). 
Due to (1), this means that two random variables pn f and g are asymptotically independent so that the 

system is considered to "mix" the state space well. In other words, the randomness of P in the sense of 

mixing can be seen through the observables f and g. Hence, for Markov operator cocycles, the strength 

of the dependence of the observables on w expresses how one observes the randomness of the state space 

and the environment. Furthermore, more directly, we can consider different kinds of mixing properties 

according to whether the environment w is observed as a prior event to the observation off, g. According 

to these viewpoints, we will introduce six definitions of mixing for Markov operator cocycles (Definition 

1.2), and show that four of them are equivalent when !1 is a compact topological space, while at least two 

of them are different. In the case when the Markov operator cocycle is generated by a random dynamical 

system over a mixing driving system, we also show that all of them imply the (conventional) mixing 

property of the skew-product transformation induced by the random dynamical system. 

We further investigate exactness for Markov operator cocycles. Since the observable g in (2) does not 

appear in the definition of exactness for a Markov operator P (recall that, when Plx = lx, Pis said to 

be exact if 2~1!, llpn f -J x f dm||い(X)= 0 for all/ E L1(X, m); see also the remark following Definition 
n→OO 

1.5), in contrast to the mixing property, we only have one definition of exactness for Markov operator 

cocycles (Definition 1.5). We will show that Lin's criterion for exactness can be naturally extended to the 

case of Markov operator cocycles (Section 3), and finally, in the class of asymptotically periodic Markov 

operator cocycles, we prove Lasota-Mackey type equivalence between mixing, exactness and asymptotic 

stability (Section 4). See [13] for more precise descriptions including the proofs. Moreover, a random 

invariant density for Markov operator cocycles is discussed in [14]. 

1.1 Definitions of mixing and exactness 

Let D(X, m) and Li(x, m) be subsets of L1(X, m) given by 

D(X,m) = {f EL尺X,m):f:::, 0 m-almost everywhere, II!||い(X)= 1}, 

叫 m) = {fEL尺X,m): l fdm = 0} ・ 
Note that P: L刊X,m)→じ(X,m) is a Markov operator if and only if P(D(X, m)) C D(X, m). 

One of the most important examples of Markov operators is the Perrvn-F'robenius operator induced by 

a measurable and non-singular transformation T : X→X (that is, the probability measure mo r-1 is 

absolutely continuous with respect tom). The Perron-Frobenius operatorら： L1(X,m)→じ(X,m)of 

T is defined by 

JXら fgdm= l Jg o Tdm for f E L1(X, m) and g Eか (X,m). (3) 

Recall that (!1, F, JP') is a probability space, and a : n→n is a lP'-preserving transformation. For a 

measurable space 1:, we say that a measurable map <I> : N。xnxI:→1:is a random dynamical system 

on刃overthe driving system a if 

心＝ idE and 'Psn+m)＝吟丈0'Pしm)
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for each n,m EN。andw E !1, with the notation <.pSn) = <1.>(n,w, ・) and uw = u(w), where N。=NU{0}. 

A stand紅 dreference for random dynamical systems is the monographs by Arnold [2]. It is easy to check 

that 

心） ＝砂n-lw0和 n-2wO ・ ・ ・ O'Pw (4) 

with the notation'Pw =<I>(1, w, •). Conversely, for each measurable map cp : n x E→E: (w,x)→心(x),

the measurable map (n, w, x)→ぷ炉(x)given by (4) is a random dynamical system. We call it a random 

dynamical system induced by cp over c,, and simply denote it by (cp, c,). When E is a Banach space and 

匹：刃→刃 islP'-almost surely linear,（戸） iscalled a linear-operator-cocycle. We give a formulation of 

Markov operators in random environments in terms of linear operator cocycles. 

Definition 1.1. We say that a linear operator cocycle (P, c,) induced by a measurable map P : n x 

が(X,m)→が(X,m) le ( d m) over c, is a Markov operator-cocycle (or a Markov operator-in random envir-on-

ments) if Pw = P(w,・） ：が(X,m)→が(X,m) is a Markov operator for lP'-almost every w En. 

Let (n,w, J) →PSn) f be a Markov operator cocycle induced by P : n x £1 (X, m)→じ(X,m)such 

that Pw = P(w, ・) is the Perron-Frobenius operator Lyw associated with a non-singular map Tw : X→ X 

for lP'-almost every w. Then, it follows from (3) that lP'-almost surely 

JXP炉fgdm = l f g o T,炉dm, for f Eが(X,m)and g E区 (X,m), (5) 

(n) 
where T(;, = Tc,n-lw O Tc,n-2w O ・ ・ ・ 0 Tw. 

We are now in place to give definitions of mixing for Markov operator cocycles. Let K be a space 

consisting of measurable maps from n to L=(x, m). 

Definition 1.2. A Markov operator cocycle. (P, c,) is called 

1. prior-mixing for-homogeneous observables if for lP'-almost every w E n, any f E L5(X,m) and 

gEL可X,m), it holds that 

”匹JXP炉fgdm= O; (6) 

2. posterior mixing for homogeneous observables if for any f E L/i(X, m), g E L00(X, m) and lP'-almost 

every w E 0, (6) holds; 

3. prior mixing for inhomogeneous observables in K if for lP'-almost every w E 0, any f E Lb(X, m) 

and g EK, it holds that 

れ阻JXP炉Jgr,nwdm= O; (7) 

4. posterior mixing for inhomogeneous observables in Kif for any f E L5(X, m), g EK  and lP'-almost 

every w E n, (7) holds. 

In the prior case (the posterior case), the observation of the environment w is a prior event (a posterior 

event, respectively) to the observation of f and g. As the class of inhomogeneous observables K in 

Definition 1.2, we will consider the following two fundamental classes. 

(i) B(O, L可X,m)): the set of all bounded and measurable maps from !1 toか (X,m).

(ii) C(O,L呵X,m)): the set of all bounded and continuous maps from n toだ (X,m)(when n is a 

topological space and Fis its Borel a-field). 
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Remark 1.3. The above definitions need not require an invariant density map for the Markov operator 

cocycle (P，び）． Wesay that a measurable map h : n→D(X, m) is an invariant density map for (P，a) 

if Pw加＝ hびwholds for lP'-almost every w E !1 where加＝ h(w).Now we assume that there exist an 

invariant density map h : !1→D(X,m) for (P,a) such that for lP'-almost every w E !1, 

犀 0m (suppP,炉lx¥ suppP,炉加） ＝0. (8) 

（） Then by (8) and the fact that PSn) f -h研 w= PSn)(f-hw) E L5(X,m) for f E D(X,m), one can easily 

check that (P, u) is prior mixing for homogeneous observables if and only if for lP'-almost every w E fl, 

any f E D(X,m) and g E L00(X,m), it holds that 

n豆J（がf-い）gdm= 0. 
X 

Furthermore, when Pw is the Perron-Frobenius operator Lr.。associatedwith a non-singular map Tw : X→ 
X, by (5), it is also equivalent to that for lP'-almost every w En, any f E L1(X,μw) and g E L00(X,m), 

J fgoT炉dμw-L fdμw L gdμu四→0 as n→oo, 
X JX JX 

(9) 

whereμw =加m.See also Remark 2.6. Moreover, we can replace "for any f E L1 (X, μ』'’inthe previous 

sentence with "for any measurable function f : fl x X→IR such that fw = f(w, ・) E L1(X,μw) lP'-almost 

surely", and "f" in (9) with "f w". Similar equivalent conditions can be found for other types of mixing 
in Definition 1.2. 

All kinds of mixing in Definition 1.2 were adopted in literature, especially in the form of (9) to discuss 

mixing for random dynamical systems. For instance, we refer to Baladi et al. [4, 5] and Buzzi [6] for the 

definition 1, Dragicevic et al. [7] for the definition 2, Bahsoun et al. [3] for the definition 3, and Gundlach 

[9] for the definition 4. Moreover, in the deterministic case (i.e. fl is a singleton), all the definitions are 

equivalent to the usual definition of mixing for a single Markov operator [10]. 

Remark 1.4. Another natural candidate for the class of inhomogeneous observable is the Bochner-

Lebesgue space L00(fl, L00(X, m)), that is, the Kolmogorov quotient (by equality lP'-almost surely) of 

the space of all lP'-essentially bounded and Bochner measurable maps from fl to L00(X,m) (and (7) is 

interpreted as it holds under the usual identification between an equivalent class and a representative of 

the class). However, in the case K = L00(0, L00(X, m)), the prior version 3 does not make sense because 

one can find an equivalent class [9] E L00(fl,L00(X,m)) and maps 91,92 E [9] such that (7) holds for 

9 = 91 while (7) does not hold for 9 = 92, see Section 2. On the other hand, the posterior version 4 makes 

sense for K = L00(0, L00(X, m)), and indeed, its relationship with posterior mixing for homogeneous 
observables will be discussed in Theorem 2.2. 

By the definitions, we immediately see that the prior mixing implies the posterior mixing (that is, (1)⇒ 
(2) and (3)⇒(4) in Definition 1.2). It is also obvious that the prior (posterior) mixing for inhomogeneous 

observables in B(fl, L00(X, m)) or C(fl, L00(X, m)) implies the prior (posterior, respectively) mixing for 

homogeneous observables. 

We next define exactness for Markov operator cocycles. 

Definition 1.5. A Markov operator cocycle (P, ~) is called exact if for lP'-almost every w E fl and any 

f E Li(x, m), it holds that 

lim Pふ豆f = 0 
n→oo II - -IIL'(X) 

(10) 
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As in Remark 1.3, we can easily see that the exactness of a Markov operator cocycle (P, a) is equivalent 

to that for lP'-almost every w E !1 and any f E D(X, m), 

lim IIPSn) f -h砂 w = 0. 
n→oo II - - IIL'(X) 

2 Mixing 

The following two theorems tell us relations between our several definitions of mixing when n is a 

compact topological space. 

Theorem 2.1. Assume that O is a compact topological space. Then, the followings are equivalent: 

1. (P,u) is prior m紐ingfor homogeneous observables. 

2. (P, u) is posterior mixing for homogeneous observables. 

3. (P, u) is prior mixing for inhomogeneous observables in C(O, L00(X, m)). 

4. (P, u) is posterior mixing for inhomogeneous observables in C(O, L00(X, m)). 

Theorem 2.2. If (P, u) is posterior miェingfor homogeneous observables, then (P, u) is posterior mixing 

for inhomogeneous observables in L00(0, L00(X, m)). 

The following example gives the difference between prior mixing for homogeneous observables and 

inhomogeneous observables in B(O,L00(X,m)). 

Example 2.3. Let T : X→X be a measurably bijective map (up to zero m-measure sets) preserving 

m such that the Perron-Frobenius operator LT associated with T is mixing (note that丘 lx= lx due 

to the invariance of m and recall (2)). Note that the baker map is well-known example as such map T. 

Assume that there is a lP'-positive measure set n。suchthat the forward orbit of w E n。isnot finite and 

a measurable set (e.g. n = [O, 1] and lP'is the Lebesgue measure on 0), and that Pw = LT for all w En。・
By construction, this Markov operator cocycle (P, u) is prior mixing for homogeneous observables, but is 

not prior mixing for inhomogeneous observables in B(O, L00(X, m)). 

We next introduce that our definitions of mixing for Markov operator cocycles naturally lead to the 

conventional mixing property for skew-product transformations. 

Recall that (X, A, m) and (0, F, JP') are probability spaces, and u : n→n is a lP'-preserving transfor-

mation. We further assume that u is invertible and m紐ing.Let (P, u) be a Markov operator cocycle 

induced by the Perron-Frobenius operator corresponding to a non-singular transformation Tw : X→ X 

for lP'-almost every w E n. Assume that there is an invariant density map h : n→D(X,m) of (P,u) 

and define a measurable family of measures｛四｝wErlby四(A)=IA加dmfor A E A, so that we have 

(Tw)＊四＝ μawdue to (5). 

Consider the skew-product transformation 8 : n x X→0 x X defined by 8(w,x) = (uw,Tw叫with

the measure v on S1 x X, 

v(A) = J四 (A讀 (w) for A E F@A, 
Q 

where Aw:= {x EX: (w, x) EA} denotes thew-section. Then, (fl x X, F紀 4.,v) becomes a probability 

space, and v is an invariant measure for 8, namely the Perron-Frobenius operator Le corresponding to 

8 with respect to v satisfies Leloxx = loxx v-almost everywhere. 
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Theorem 2.4. If (P, a) is prior mixing for inhomogeneous observables in B(r!,に（X,m)),then 8 is 

mixing, that is, for any A, B E.F 0 A, 

n]鷹 v(e-nAn B) = v(A)v(B). (11) 

Remark 2.5. In the case of prior mixing for homogeneous observables, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, 

we can derive the convergence 

u(e-n(F1 X ふ） n(F2 x A叫） →v(F1 x A伽 (F2X A叫 (n→oo) (12) 

for any F1, F2 E F and A1, A2 E.A. 

Consequently, every mixing considered in this paper imply the conventional mixing for skew-product 

transformations since any measurable set in F 0.A is approximated by countable rectangle sets in F x 

.A. Therefore, we conclude that prior/posterior mixing for (in)homogeneous observables are natural 

definitions of mixing for random dynamical systems. 

Remark 2.6. When a is an invertible lP'-preserving mixing transformation, by considering a skew-product 

transformation, the conventional definition of mixing for a random dynamical system (T, a) can be derived 

from our definitions of mixing as follows. From the definition of mixing for homogeneous observables, for 

any A1,A2 E.A and lP'-almost every w, 

四 (T心―n)ふ nA2)-μ炉w(A1)四 (A分→0 (n→oo). 

On the other hand, from the definition of mixing for inhomogeneous measurable observables, for any 

A,B€ A⑧ F and lP'-almost every w, 

四 (T↓国）A炉 wnBw) —µ炉w(A炉w)四 (Bw) → 0 (n→oo). 

where Aw denotes the w-section of A. One can see that the above two forms of mixing for a random 

dynamical systems (T, a) are equivalent. 

3 Exactness 

As a characterization of exactness which is well-known for one non-singular transformation (see [1 ]), we 

have the generalization of Lin's theorem [11] as follows. For each w E n, Pi denotes the adjoint operator 

of Pw defined by 

JX几fgdm= L f Pigdm 

for f E L1(X,m) and g E L00(X,m), and we will use the notation 

pJn)• = pi o p;w o... o P,。*n-lw

for w E n and n 2: 1. 

Theorem 3.1. Let (P，(]") be a Markov operator cocycle and S = {g E L00(X,m): 119||炉 :C::::1} the unit 

ball in L00(X, m). Then the following a冗 equivalentfor each w En. 

1. f E L1(X, m) satisfies IIPJn) f →0 as n→ (X)； 
い (X)

2. f E L1(X, m) satisfies fx fgdm = 0 for any g E nn::>l pJn)• s. 
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Consequently, (P, w) is exact if and only if n立 1Pln)• S = { clx : c E JR.} for IP'-almost every w E fl. 

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1, we have: 

Corollary 3.2. If a Markov operator cocycle (P, u) is derived from non-singular transformations Tw, 

that is, each P w is the Perron-Frobenius operator associated to Tw. Then (P, w) is exact if and only if for 

IP'-almost eve内 wE fl, 

n （か）ー1A=  {0, X} (mod m). 

n2'.1 

4 Asymptotic periodicity 

In the arguments of conventional Markov operators, it is known that mixing and exactness are equiv-

alent properties in the asymptotically periodic class [10]. In this section, we introduce a similar result to 

the conventional one for our definitions of mixing and exactness for Markov operator cocycles under the 

following definition of asymptotic periodicity, which is studied in [12]. 

Definition 4.1 (Asymptotic periodicity). A Markov operator cocycle (P，u) is said to be asymptoti-

cally periodic if there exist an integer r, finite collections｛入，｝：＝1CB  (!1,（が(X,m))')and {'Pi};-=1 C 

B (!1, D(X, m)) satisfying that｛中『｝：`＝1have mutually disjoint supports for lP'-almost every w E n, and 
there exists a permutation Pw of {1,..., r} such that 

信＝贔~(i) and ;鷹 Pln)(f―苔入';:(f)rp';:)L(X) = 0 (13) 

for every f E L1(X,m), 1：：：： i ：：：： rand圧almostevery w E n, where入i= >.;(外 rp';:= rp;(w) and 

必：＝ Pc,n-lwO... 0 Pw・

Furthermore, if in addition r = 1, then (P, a) is said to be asymptotically stable. 

Note that when (P, a) is asymptotically periodic, 

w.9 
9, 

r•>ー＿

r――
 w

 

h
 

becomes an invariant density for (P,び）．

For an asymptotically periodic single Markov operator, exactness and mixing coincide with r = 1 for 

the representation of asymptotic periodicity (see Theorem 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 in [10]). The following theorem 

leads a Markov operator cocycles version of them. 

Theorem 4.2. Let (P, a) be an asymptotically periodic Markov operator cocycle. Then the followings 

are equivalent. 

1. (P,a) is exact; 

2. (P, a) is prior mixing for inhomogeneous observables in B(O, L呵X));

3. (P, a) is posteri,or mixing for inhomogeneous observables in B(O, L可X));

4. (P, a) is asymptotically stable. 
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